Chevrolet envoy 2004

Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing
Details. All Trades Welcome. At Voice Motors we work with a variety of banks and credit unions
to get you the finance rates that work best with your budget. Voice Motors is family owned and
operated with over years dedicated to your automotive satisfaction. Recent Arrival! Galena
Chrysler, a partner owned and operated business for over 20 years, offers the easiest no hassle
buying process in the business. If we do not have specific comments on a vehicle, please call
us for a walk around description. Wheels; 4 - 17" X 7" Best of all the price you see is the price
you pay. No haggling. No back and forth. No pressure. And this price is so good it is
guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and conditions. See store for details. Some restrictions
apply. It's also quite sporty, and injects an ample amount of handling chutzpah into the
ridin'-high body of a family-friendly SUV. This vehicle comes with 4WD for better traction on
unstable surfaces, like snow and dirt to give you the edge over anything you might encounter
on the road. You can tell this GMC Envoy has been pampered by the fact that it has less than
,mi and appears with a showroom shine. Knowledge is power and with the complete records of
this pre-owned vehicle, you'll have the power to make a wise purchase. Adjectives like
impeccable, spotless, and immaculate can be used to describe how clean this GMC Envoy SLE
is, causing it to feel more like a new vehicle than a pre-owned one. Punch the throttle and feel
the power of its torque and horsepower plant you firmly to the back of the seat. So much so,
that GMC didn't miss a beat when they loaded this vehicle with an abundance of a-la-carte
options. Disinfectant methods or claims should not be deemed to state or imply these products
can eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus, illness or disease. If you're shopping for a
quality vehicle with perks such as a dual climate control and anti-lock brakes, this GMC Envoy
SLE may be the car for you. It has a 6 Cylinder engine. This SUV is one of the safest you could
buy. It earned a crash test rating of 4 out of 5 stars. Flaunting a beautiful silver exterior and a
medium pewter interior. Don't regret waiting on this one! Call today to schedule your test drive.
Number of Previous Owners: Owner count not provided. You will appreciate the kindness and
experience of our well trained staffed focused on customer service as our 1 priority. Options
and content of actual vehicle may vary from computer generated descriptions. Please call for
actual content of desired vehicle. Dealer not responsible for errors or emissions in description.
Come in and bid to get crazy deals! Come during the week or early Saturday to sit in, start up,
and inspect the vehicles before you bid. Gates open at 9AM. You can even test drive this car to
your own mechanic for inspection on weekdays Mon-Fri. Its Automatic transmission and Gas I6
4. Displays song title, artist and entertainment genre. Subscription fees apply. Available only in
the 48 contiguous U. This GMC Envoy is rear wheel drive. This GMC Envoy has a 4. Maintaining
a stable interior temperature in this model is easy with the climate control system. This GMC
Envoy projects refinement with a racy metallic gray exterior. This model has an automatic
transmission that includes a manual shifting mode. Stay safe with additional front side curtain
airbags. Anti-lock brakes are standard on the vehicle. Front and rear side curtain airbags are
included on this mid-size suv. This model has front air bags that will protect you and your
passenger in the event of an accident. The GMC Envoy features cruise control for long trips.
Enjoy the tried and true gasoline engine in it. The spacious cabin accommodates your family
and friends in comfort. Take it to the mountains or the beach. It is extra clean. Call us at for
more information. Buy it for wholesale before it goes to auction. Again, please verify vehicle is
available and in stock. They sell fast!!! Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save
Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius.
Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Engine
and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic Engine Type Gas Cylinders 6 cylinders 64 8 cylinders 7.
Interior Color Black Gray. Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Listings with recent price
drops. Recently added listings. New Listing. No accidents. Know The Deal. Not provided. Title
issue. Price Drop. Showing 1 - 18 out of 77 listings. Overall Consumer Rating. After reading
others' reviews of the Envoy, I have a few comments. My Envoy has , miles and I have yet to
experience a smoother riding vehicle. If you go to a reliable service center, you will realize this
is one of the best late model trucks on the road today. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. After
reading others' reviews of the Envoy, I have a few comments. My Envoy has , miles and I have
yet to experience a smoother riding vehicle. If you go to a reliable service center, you will realize
this is one of the best late model trucks on the road today. I was leery of the I6 but it performs
well at hp. Gas miles are good for a vehicle of this size. If you've never had a information center
option-get it, it's great. Controls mirrors, seats, lights, headlights, tilt down rear view mirror, etc.
Mine has leather but it's not necessary. They fixed for no charge. Ive had a good experience
with this vehicle. It's seen the dealer once for a small recall item and headlight bulb
replacement. This vehicle has a dual personality. The body is a rugged truck-like body on frame
design but the in-line 6 is more like a BMW engine. It's smooth and docile until you punch it.

Once it downshifts all hell and the hp breaks loose. Unlike most SUV engines its torque peaks
rpm and it loves to rev. All and all its been a great vehicle. This is a solid, body-on-frame truck -no jacked-up-car SUV wannabe. I also think it is one of the best looking SUVs on the market. GM
went to great lengths to create a soft ride, but with the result that it compromises handling. I
installed aftermarket shocks, springs and sway bar to lower it and give it the handling it should
have had from the factory see what Saab has done with its version. The engine and
transmission are great, but do not work as well together as they ought to. I'm looking forward to
a Hypertech or Superchips programmer. So far, however, I have had zero problems and this is a
very comfortable, entertaining vehicle. My dogs love it! I have thoroughly enjoyed this mid-size
SUV, my first such vehicle. I bought it because I needed to tow a fiarly heavy boat and the
Envoy with its standard In-Line 6 engine and standard towing package would tow just over 6,
pounds, and only a few hundred pounds less than choosing the optional V I've taken care of it
and have driven only 10, miles per year, but it has rewarded me with no problems at all--not the
first rattle or squeak. I beleive the style has "held up," too and even at 4. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. More about the Envoy. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code.
See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Items per page:. Write a
review See all Envoys for sale. Sponsored cars related to the Envoy. Sign Up. The GMC Envoy
has a good basic design with roomy, quiet accommodations and a compliant ride. But handling
is less than agile overall and sloppy at the limit. Braking isn't very good, either. We also found
the front-seat-mounted safety belts uncomfortable. Stability control was made standard for ,
which improves handling considerably in emergency situations. In most cases, automotive
warranties are based on the vehicle identification number VIN , and the warranty will be valid
regardless of ownership. The dealership can tell you exactly how much warranty is left. The
owner comments describe problems respondents experienced with this vehicle. Shocks or
struts, ball joints, tie rods, wheel bearings, alignment, steering linkage includes rack and pinion
, power steering pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel balance, springs or torsion bars, bushings,
electronic or air suspension. Replaced with different system". The rubber, inflatable boots that
raised and lowered the body deteriorated to the point that they wouldn't hold air, although the
air pump still worked. I kept the old air compressor in place so I would have an air source handy
for adding air to tires or inflating toys, etc. After replacement a slow pressure leak caused the
compressor to run when vehicle was parked for a period. Rear window and tailgate failed twice
due rust on electrical connections. Battery drained a previously stated. The vehicle is back at
the dealer tonight with the same problem". Alternator, starter, hybrid battery and related
systems, regular battery, battery cables, engine harness, coil, ignition switch, electronic
ignition, distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs and wires failure. Problem caused by electrical
short". Gauge panel was replaced". Couldn't determine if the car was at the proper temperature
or not of even if I had sufficient gas in the tank. I had to replace the entire cluster panel". The
truck still runs. If I stopped and fiddled with the light switch I could get the fog lights to come
on. After a while later the lights would come on again". I have replaced them 3 or 4 times. Was
replaced". Antilock system ABS , parking brake, master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or
vibration, squeaking, brake failure or wear. I don't drive this veh much so removed fuse".
Checked out 3 times, claim bad diagnostic signal". Dealer says it is quite expensive to replace".
After installing them the right front caliper failed to release pressure on the new pads causing
high speed vibration and heat buildup. I had to replace both front ca". Took to my regular
mechanic they replaced left rear caliper and rotors. He said "to watch" the right rear which it did
it soon was overheating. This time the right rear caliper was sticking and needed to be replaced
also. Fortunately I caught it in time so that rotor did not need to be replace. I have been told by 2
different garages I have to drive the car more". Different rotors different times". Transmission
rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement. It occurred a day or two after
having towed it behind my RV so it may have been caused by a failure of my after market
installed transmission pump. It is with deep regret that I report this failure because I hate to
loose the vehicle - perhaps the best I have ever owned. On a degree hot summer day. That was
about the last thing I expected to have trouble with on a GMC. Getting it rebuilt and getting the
rebuilt transmission was a nightmare that lasted over a year. I expect better from GMC
especially since I never drive off road or on a farm, just plan old city streets and highways. Got
rebuilt transmission. We keep this vehicle to use like a truck". This occurred in , Cooling line
plugged causing over heat". I had it checked and my mechanic said the transmission needed to
be rebuilt most likely. I decided to drive it until it go to the point that I couldn't drive it anymore.
In early March of this year, it began to get worse and one day on my way to work I almost didn't
make it. So I dropped it off that evening to be rebuilt. Thru words of mouth from different
mechanics in my area, a shop was choosen to do it and did exccellent job. They saved the parts
and showed me the problem, and gurantee the work 2 years. It's not working on drivers side

again. Have to take whole dash apart to work on it, not worth it for vehicle we rarely drive". Even
with the air conditioner on it would always blow heat on the driver side for both vents. Driver
side less air flow than passenger side. Also, AC or heat not cooling or heating. Actuators
replaced". As go higher less air blows. Also creates static in radio as turn knob higher". I
replaced a part that was bad. It worked for a while then quit. I took it to my mechanic and he
found a ground loose but could only get the fan to work on 1,3 and 5 plus the heat takes forever
and then it's only lukewarm. Defrost and floor only now - won't reset. Headlights only work on
high beam. Reverse lights stopped working. Window between front and cargo area stopped
working. An electrical nightmare". Bluetooth , voice control commands, steering wheel controls,
portable music device interface e. Wouldn't play, wouldn't load or unload CDs, and kept me
from using the radio or any other part of the entertainment system". I'm unable to have it fixed
at this time due to financial hardship. Only have small speakers always working. Occasionally
all speakers work". Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission sensor
or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting, slipping transmission. Could not shift. Made it
home. Required transport to my regular mechanic. Was repaired promptly. Car not driven hard,
transmission should last longer". Power or manual windows, locks and latches, tailgate, hatch
or trunk, doors or sliding doors, mirrors, seat controls, safety belts, sunroof, convertible top.
Very annoying. This enabled emergency use during preparation for a hurricane. It prevented me
from filling up the XUV. At first I thought it was gas pump so I tried several. Sometimes it
worked and other times it didn't. So by the time I took it in for repair, I couldn't get more that 15
seconds of gas at a time". Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose interior and
exterior trim or moldings, rust. I drove down the highway 3-weeks ago, and the high winds
sheared it off. I asked the dealership if they would replace They s". Some relief after servicing
but continues to squeak on warm days". This is my fianc's car. He is hard on his cars and this
one is now 14 years old. It has held up well considering. I believe the wind noise has been
resolved. Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping,
oil leaks. Eventually it turns off after a few days. Drives me crazy!! Engine rebuild or
replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt.
Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating. I was told I needed
a new water pump and had it replaced which took care of the problem". For example pulling into
a parking space. It will slow WAY down and come to a stop. I usually have to stop, put it in 2WD,
then continue parking". Cruise control, clock, warning lights, body control module, keyless
entry, wiper motor or washer, tire pressure monitor, interior or exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V
power plug, remote engine start, alarm or security system. Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter,
exhaust manifold, leaks. Reactivate now to get the information you were looking for! If you feel
you have received this message in error, please view our customer care FAQs or access your
account information here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need
further assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. Used There are 3 recalls on
this vehicle. Learn More. See All. Owner Satisfaction. Crash and Rollover Tests. Road Test
Results. Performance Performance. Acceleration Acceleration Acceleration tests are conducted
on a smooth, flat pavement straightaway at the track. The time in seconds that a vehicle takes to
reach 60 mph from a standstill with the engine idling. Transmission Transmission Transmission
performance is determined by shifting smoothness, response, shifter action, and clutch
actuation for manual transmissions. Fuel Economy Fuel Economy We perform our own
fuel-economy tests, independent of the government's often-quoted EPA figures and the
manufacturers' claims. Using a precise fuel-flow measuring device spliced into the fuel line, we
run two separate circuits to represent city and highway consumption. CR's Overall Mileage CR's
Overall Mileage CR's overall mileage is a composite of measured fuel usage on a prescribed city
course and highway cruising; and CR's mile test trip of mixed driving, if tested. In recent road
tests, we've discontinued the mile trip test. Braking Braking The braking rating is a composite
of wet and dry stopping distances and pedal feel. Braking distance is from 60 mph, with no
wheels locked. Emergency Handling Emergency Handling Several factors go into the rating,
including the avoidance maneuver speed and confidence, as well as how the vehicle behaves
when pushed to its limit. Ride Ride Our expert judgment of how well the suspension isolates
and absorbs road imperfections and how steady it keeps the body on various road surfaces.
Noise Noise Our expert judgment of the vehicle's interior noise level in everyday driving. Front
Seat Comfort Front Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the front seat is for drivers
of various heights. Rear Seat Comfort Rear Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the
rear seat is for two passengers to sit across. Emissions Emissions. Greenhouse Gas
Greenhouse Gas The Greenhouse Gas Rating represents the amount of carbon dioxide the
vehicle emits compared to other vehicles of the same model year. This score from the EPA
ranges from 1 worst to 10 best. Smog Rating Smog Rating The Smog Rating represents the

amount of health-damaging and smog-forming airborne pollutants the vehicle emits compared
to other vehicles of the same model year. Owner Reports. Worse Better. Reliability History
Reliability History The reliability charts are based on responses on hundreds of thousands of
vehicles from our latest Annual Auto Survey. Consumer Reports subscribers reported on any
serious problems they had with their vehicles during the past 12 months that they considered
serious because of cost, failure, safety, or downtime, in any of the trouble spots included in the
table below. The results are presented relative to the average model that year. Extra weight is
given to the more serious areas such as major engine or transmission problems. Based on this
data and further analysis, we predict reliability for the latest year. An X indicates that the vehicle
was not manufactured for a specific year. Engine Major Engine Major Engine rebuild or
replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt.
Engine Minor Engine Minor Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts,
engine knock or ping, oil leaks. Engine Cooling Engine Cooling Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze
leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating. Transmission Major Transmission Major
Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement. Transmission Minor
Transmission Minor Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission
sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting, slipping transmission. View all Reliability.
Owner Satisfaction Owner Satisfaction To learn about satisfaction, CR has collected survey
data from our annual survey on more than half a million vehicles. Our subscribers provide great
insights into their satisfaction by answering one simple question: If they had it to do all over
again, would they definitely buy or lease the same model? In addition, respondents also rate
their cars in six categories: driving experience, comfort, value, styling, audio, and climate
systems. Driving Experience Driving Experience Includes acceleration and handling. Comfort
Comfort Includes seats, climate control, noise, and ride. Value Value Did you get what you
wanted relative to the price you paid? Styling Styling How it looks inside and out. View all
Owner Satisfaction. Safety Equipment. ABS standard. Side air bags available until Head
protection air bags available from , standard from ESC standard from Drive Wheels. Coverage
varies among versions of this vehicle. Read more about extended warranties. Body Styles.
Transmissions Available. Engines Available. What Owners Say. Alignment "The alignment was
done as a result of the replacement of the suspension parts which was due to normal wear and
tear. I had to replace the entire cluster panel" Teresa R. After a while later the lights would come
on again" Teresa R. I don't drive this veh much so removed fuse" William P. Different rotors
different times" Richard A. Transmission rebuild or replacement "Transmission failure was
sudden with little warning and total. Also creates static in radio as turn knob higher" Jerry E.
Occasionally all speakers work" Jerry E. Clutch adjustment "Shift linkage broke. Mirrors "It is
equipped with the driver specific memory outside mirrors and a component s has
malfunctioned such that they both reset at extreme unsafe and unUSble angles every time you
insert the ignition key" Anonymous, IN GMC Envoy SLE 4. Fuel cap "The part between the fuel
cap and and the tank has been replaced twice. Loose exterior trim or moldings "The lift gate
molding onto of the lift gate broke off. They s" Gregory B. Squeaks or rattles "Squeaks from
suspension. Difficult to fill up gas tank "gas tank purge valve solenoid failed, dealer replaced"
Donald W. Thermostat "service light on, engine heating system below degrees" Daniel S. See
All Trouble Spots. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle.
More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have
digital access to ratings and reviews. A majority of all used US imports have either been in
accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject
to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands
of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with
a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping
millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden
problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with
their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
cadillac cts tail light
69 1969 chevelle el camino electrical wiring diagram manual
1998 cadillac seville problems
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with

us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

